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Green's Staff Top Beer Picks
2019 Holidays Edition

It's that time again, just in time for the holidays. Check out our staff's 
favorite beer picks for this holiday season.

~  Cheers! ~

The beers we've selected are available only at our Piney Grove location. 
The seasonals are also available until the end of their respective seasons 

or until they sell out.

*Prices are subject to change.
*These favorite picks are based on beers currently in-stock.*

https://emojipedia.org/turkey/
https://emojipedia.org/christmas-tree/
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Bell's Cherry Stout 6pk
Green's Cash Price:

Tinted ruby-black, Cherry Stout gains its signature tartness from 100% Montmorency cherries
grown in Michigan's Traverse City region.

Rather than doubling up on sweetness, this tart cherry varietal serves as a counterpoint to the
warm, dark chocolate notes from the malt bill. Lightly hopped for balance, this stout is one of the

cornerstones of our stout portfolio.
7% ABV

Guinness Foreign Extra Stout 4pk
Green's Cash Price:

Foreign Extra Stout is a beer like no other. The most full-flavoured of all. Singular and striking.
Uniquely satisfying. Brewed with extra hops and roasted barley for a natural bite. Bitter and sweet.

Refreshingly crisp. Always rewarding. Pure beauty. Pure GUINNESS.
47 IBU's; 7.5% ABV

Steve - Manager
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Greg - Manager

Great Divide S'Mores Yeti 19.2oz Can
Green's Cash Price:

Reach for S’mores Yeti and find yourself transported to a cozy campfire setting without ever
leaving the comfort of your home; though enjoying this decadent treat fireside is definitely

encouraged. Enjoy all the tastes of the classic campsite dessert blended with the rich, roasty malt
flavor of Yeti Imperial Stout. A beer for telling tales and creating new ones.

9.5% ABV

Bell's Christmas Ale 6pk
Green's Cash Price:

This traditional Scotch Ale is rich and malty with notes of caramel and a warm finish. Certain to
make any occasion festive, or at least a bit more bearable. Enjoy with the company of friends and

family.
7.5% ABV
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Brasserie d'Achouffe Cherry Chouffe 4pk
Green's Cash Price:

The gnomes love Achouffe beers and the juicy cherries which grow in their magical land. Every
year they gather and store them in the attics at the brewery. One day, after an abundant season,
the floor gave way under the weight of the harvest, and some cherries fell into the Mc CHOUFFE
brewing below. Impish as ever, the gnomes kept quiet about the incident. Surprised to discover a

glowing, ruby-tinted beer with a fruity taste, the master brewer decided to bottle it up. Enjoy
Cherry CHOUFFE carefully to avoid staining your beard and always drink it in delightful company.

10 IBU's; 8% ABV

Samichlaus Classic 750mL
Green's Cash Price:

Steven - Store Manager

Brewed only once a year on December 6th, Samichlaus is aged for 10 months before bottling.
Serve with hardy robust dishes and desserts, in particular with chocolates, or as an after dinner

drink by itself.
20 IBU’s; 14% ABV
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Noah - Head Stocker

Sierra Nevada Celebration 6pk & 12pk
Green's Cash Price:

OR
The long, cold nights of winter are a little brighter with Celebration Ale. Wonderfully robust and

rich, Celebration Ale is dry-hopped for a lively, intense aroma. Brewed especially for the holidays,
it is perfect for a festive gathering or for a quiet evening at home.

65 IBU's; 6.8% ABV

Highland Thunderstruck Coffee Porter 6pk
Green's Cash Price:

This robust porter has a full body with some hints of chocolate from the Chocolate Malt and
Midnight Wheat. The mild hop aroma showcases the roasted flavors and subtle fruit and spice

notes of the artisan fair-trade, organic coffee, roasted in the neighboring town of Black Mountain
at Dynamite Roasting Company.

26 IBU's; 5.8% ABV
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13 Stripes Freeborn NEIPA 4pk 16oz Can
Green's Cash Price:

Brewed and dry hopped with loads of Citra, Centennial, Ekuanot, and Liberty hops. The flavors
and aromas of citrus and tropical fruit take over in this hazy IPA. “The colonists are by the law of

nature freeborn, as indeed all men are, white or black.”
-James Otis (The Rights of the British Colonies Asserted and Proved, 1763)

45 IBU’s; 6.4% ABV

Westbrook Brewers Tan 4pk 16oz Can
Green's Cash Price:

A tropical creme pie gose with pineapple, coconut, pistachios, cinnamon, vanilla, and milk sugar.

Wes - Beer Buyer, Beer Tasting Commander

Collaboration with LIC Beer Project.
5 IBU’s; 4% ABV
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Emily (Golden) - Wine Consultant

Edmund's Oast Sour Cranberry 4pk 16oz Can
Green's Cash Price:

"Our series of fruited American Sour Ales come from a love of fresh fruit flavors combined with
mouth-watering acidity. We take the same golden sour base beer and referment it with different

fruit combinations.These little seasonal sour berries add a refreshing acidity all their own.
Explosive fruit notes erupt from the glass, and one is left with a quenched thirst, yet thirsty for

more."
6.5% ABV

Brasserie Dupont Saison 750mL
Green's Cash Price:

Saison Dupont is a world classic beer and the yardstick for one of Belgium’s most important beer
styles. It is the most admired AND imitated Saison in the world. A strong, vital yeast is key to full
attenuation and thus to the style. Saison Dupont is straw colored with a dense creamy head. The
nose is alive, like fresh raised bread, estery with citrus and spice notes. Full-bodied and malty, it
sparkles on the palate and finishes with a zesty hop and citrus attack. Incredibly compatible with

food!
30 IBU's; 6.5% ABV
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Great Divide Yeti 6pk
Green's Cash Price:

Traditionally, Imperial Stouts, the biggest and boldest of all stouts, were brewed with massive
amounts of roasted malts and hops, resulting in a velvety smooth but robust beer characterized

by high alcohol content and extremely high hop bitterness. Meeting the challenge of this
aggressive, challenging beer style, Great Divide's Yeti Imperial Stout is an onslaught of the

senses. An almost viscous, inky-black brew, Yeti opens with a massive, roasty, chocolate, coffee
malt flavor that eventually gives way to rich toffee and burnt caramel notes. Packed with an
enormous quantity of American hops, Yeti's hop profile reveals a slightly citrusy, piney, and

wonderfully dry hoppy finish.
75 IBU’s; 9.5% ABV

Emily (Hystad) - Wine Consultant
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Tyler - Marketing / Office Yeti

Terrapin Beerista 16oz Can
Green's Cash Price:

By skillfully blending two batches of our award-winning Wake-n-Bake Imperial Stout, we have
crafted “Beerista.” Batch one was expertly aged in bourbon barrels to highlight complex wood,

bourbon and vanilla notes. Batch two was brewed with a heavy dose of lactose sugar to achieve a
smooth and creamy mouthfeel. The addition of Jittery Joe’s “Wake-n-Bake” Coffee tops off this

masterful brew with a delicious coffee flavor and aroma.
50 IBU's; 11.2% ABV

~Tylock

Sycamore Special Brownies Chocolate Stout 4pk 16oz Can
Green's Cash Price:

A pinch of this and a dash of that. Into the mixing bowl! These brownies will take you to another
dimension.
7.3% ABV
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